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ABSTRACT

Intended to stimulate public discussion on the aims
and policies of New Zealand education, this background paper has
three major sections. The first section discusses the role of
education in relation to equal opportunity, democracy, cultural
difference, national development, and personal development. In part
two, graphs, tables, and text give a summary view of enrollment
trends, demand for teachers, academic attainment of students, and
expenditures. The concluding section summarizes policy commitments
and raises questions that bear on further developments within the
system of public education. Photographs may reproduce poorly.
(Author/DW)
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Public Education in New Zealand

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WELLINGTON
NEW Z1....> LAND

INTRODUCTION
THIS SI A 1.1.MUNT first appeared

as a backgroun0 paper, entitled Public Education in 197L', for the
first phase of the Educational Priorities Conference, held at Victoria University of Wellington,
15 lo August 1972. No attempt was made in it to assign priority to any of the issues raised. That
task had been given to the Advisory Council on Educational Planning, whose statement 'Priorities
in Education' was aso mailable to the Conference.
Soon after the change of Government in November 1972, Hon. P. A. Amos, Minister of
Education, replaced the Educational Priorities Conference with an Educational Dc.elopment
Conference and took various steps to stimulate public discussion on aims and policies in education.
Public lucation in .Vets /( /am/ is published as paA of the Department's contribution to that
end.

The Statement 's in three pa! ts. Part 1, Education in the New Zealand Community, discusses
the role of ,..ducation in relat(n to five main issues: equalising opportunity through education;
education and democrac): edtic,tion and cultural difference; education and national devel.lpment : and education and personal do elopment. Part 2, The Scale of the Operition, gives in
graphs, tables, and text a Summit view of trends and forecasts of enrolments, the demand for
teachers at all le%els of the sstem, the academic attainments of students. and present and estimated
future expenditure on education. Part 3, Policies and issues. summarises the main commitments
of polie, and raises questions (fru bear on further developments within the system of public

education.

A. N. V. Dobbs
mac loft-cit.suRAT 01 FIR 1 'Xi ION
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PART ONE

Education in the New Zealand Community
de

The system of public education now provides a

the implications of which have become steadily
more wide in the past century.

easily summed up, is nevertheless an expression

a 'key to knowledge for every child in the

NEW ZEALANDERS set great store by education.

If' we look at the Education Act 1877 and
comprehensive range of educational services
for all children, for many young people both the University of New Zealand Act 1874bet re and after the years of compulsory the legislative bases upon which our national
schooling, and for an increasing number of system has been built --we cannot fail to notice
adults in the pursuit of further education. the emphasis place . on the provision of opportraining, or leisure interests. In the course of tunity through education. Bowen, the architect
of the Education Act, sough'. to establish a
its evolution this system has developed its
own distinctive character which, although not system of primary education that would provide
community'. The national system of primary
schools was justified by its ability to increase
opportunity faster and more effectively than

of the aspirations of New Zealanders and the
changing needs of New Zealand society. These
aspirations and needs have never been nor

had been possible under the provincial systems.

are they today capable of transiittion into

simple answers and uniform solutions. Public This was especially true of children living in
discussion of education has, moreover, often country districts remote from the main settlebeen spirited and controversial. What people ments. For them, however, the gross inequalities
care about they are prepared to argue about. of opportunity long remained. 'The time must
But on one matter of fundamental importance come', wrote Stout, the Minister of Education,
there has been broad. if often implicit, agree- in 1884, when to the bright and willing of
ment. It has long been accepted by New Zea- every country district there must be opened the
landers of all ates and in all walks of Ilk that, door of knowledge as wide as to the dweller
whatever else it should or should not do, the in the city'. From that time until the present
public system of education should provide there has been a steady flow of Nlicies aimed
opportunity for all children, regardless of at removing, or at least reducing, educational
background, ability, and promise, to develop inequalities that country children may suffer as
their abilities so that their lives may become a result of distance and isolation.
A leading objective in establishing the Univerpersonally satisfying and socially useful. The
continuing thrust of policy has been toward- sity of New Zealand was to provide within the
the creation of opportunity through education. colony itself. and within the reach of as many
as possible of those qualified to take advantage
of it. opportunities for higher education. 'I
Equalising educational opportunity
think that the sons of less wealthy parents.'
Aspirations pros
starting points for said H. J. Tancred, the first Chancellor of the
police *1 he policies thcmselx es ma) take time University of New Zealand, 'ought to receive
to int-oduce. but once they have become the the first consideration, and that the learning as
expected norm and sometimes even before well as the distinctions ano emoluments of the
.

they in turn become a pla fforrn upon

University should be so regulated as to he

which et more improvements or reforms are
to he built. What Tennison said about freedom

within the reach of any students, poor no less
than rich students. who may show an aptitude

slow I!,

broadening down from pitcedent to

for study, or who may be ambitious of dis-

precedent can also he said about the provision
of education. It can ce:tai0 he said of the
phrase 'equality of educational opportunity',

tinction in literary pursuits.'
The Education Act 1877 was largely con-

they hale

tined to the provision 0 primary education.
5

Secondary spools the re were. hut they were of the classic statements of the tasks of educaestablished under their on Acts of Parliament tion in this country. The Government's obwhich allowed their gosening bodies to chart!: jectise. broadly express :d.' the lion. P. Fraser
fees. t3 the end of the century. probf-ms (.1' wrote in the Annual Rt.port of the Department
entry to these secondary schools had become a of Education for 1938. is that every person,

stumbling block to boys and girls

%%110.

.n

whateser his level of academic

vhether

increasing numbers. were successfully corn.

he he rich or poor. whether he live in ttmn or

pleting their primary schooling. were considered

country, has a right. as a citizen. to a free

by in.pectors to be fitted for secondary edu:alion. but were presented from studying further
because their parents were unable to pay the
fees which 'cost secondary schools imptsed.
TIvs ohs ious denial of opportunity was t iken
up by Seddon as as social ill to be remedied

education of the kind for which he is best fitted
and to the fullest extent of his powers. So far
is this from being a mere pious platitude that
the full acceptant: of the principle will involve
the rc..irientation of the education system.-

During the last thirty years this broad ohrout delay Secondary school tree places jecti'.e has been the touchstone of educational
were introduced in 1903 so that. as he put it. policy-making. The main policies and lines of
'the highest education could be brought within
the reach of all. to enable the brightest intellect:,
to he highly educated for the Knelit of the rest

development that have been introduced for the
purpose of improving or extending the educa-

of the country' 1! ;he high-.! education'
Seddon was. no doubt. thinking of uitersity

can he summarised as follow-;:
Secondary schools have been planned. staffed,

colleges. w hose requirements for matriculation
and the keeping of terms were. as a matter of

and organiseu to provide courses of study for
all children of secondary age whatever their

deliberate pt hey. designed to encourage the

tion available to children and young people

to increase opportunity for boys and girls of

ability and attainment. This was largely the
achiesement of the forties and fifties. It led to
the phasing out of technical high schools, a
broadening of the curriculum of the older-

academic promise. The secondary free places
enabled them to climb as far up the educational
ladder as their natural talents would allow

established academic secondary schools, and
the establishment. as the typical secondary
sLuool, of multi-course. co-educational schools

In our conUllunit4 the proportion of hays
and girls who will qualify for admission to a
unit ersity Is a relatis el:- small. though important. minority s the twentict:. :enturs

m every community of any size throughout

poor. the part-Thule, and the extra-mural student
to take adsantage of their etairses. His aim was

the country. The typical secondary school has
long been non - .elective and comprehensive,
draw in:: its pupils arid support from its neigh-

has progressed. the attention of teachers, policy -

makers and the public at large has. howeser
been directed increasingly towards the educa-

IN'Tulruieltrrihas

educational

tional needs .1 the majority of children. Flue
technical high schools. the first of which were
established at the ht.1..inning of the century.

been a steady improsemnt in
opportunity for rural children.

pirticularly at the secondar level. and. more
recently. in relation to schooling in Forms I
and 2.
Special educational sersices ha'.e been des eloped for children who, because of physical.
mental. emotional. social or educational handlap. need extra assistance of arious kinds.

broadened the concept of secondary education

for boys rut girls w hose inclinations were
practical cat her than bookish. Since the intro-

duction of Ibughen's res heti primary school
l Habil% Of 1904.
deselopment of courses
tut. s tidy suited to the educational needs of the
lull range of pu-sils has been as leading ohtectise.

Some elements of these sers ices

such as schools

for the deaf and the Hind. and classes for Kickard pupils are of long standing. The des elopmem. as a matt..7 of policy. of a comprehensise
network of special educational scrlices as an

Durung those sears. too. teachers at all le els

ha'.e been searching for ways by which the
experience of schooling can he gi'.en meaning
and significance for all children. These aspirations were cry stIiis.%1 in ail official stauement
which has stihsequently been %gimlet! as t ne

integral part of :he national system of public
education dates from the early ;950s.
Special attention has been git
tt the
educational needs of \laon children. and. more
6
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recently. of children of Pacific
wh%,
have migrated to New Zealand.
Specialist sect ices hate been developed to
assist pupils and young people in matters
requiring personal. educational, and t, ocational

A national system of technical education
has developed alongside the universities and
teachers colleges. It began hi the late forties
with day-release classes for apprentices. moved
into the training of technicians in the late fifties,
and developed rapidly during the sixties in the

guidance.

range of courses, in the number of centres
providing scrim technical education. and in
the character and status of the technical .n-

'There has been a large and very important
development in pre-school education.

The teaching profession has grown in skill
.tnd it its awareness of the educational needs stitutes.
The universities have been able, during 1
of hi., and girls of all kinds and capabilities
decade
of unprecedented increases in the number
and in its capacity to provide leadership from
within its owtt ranks. This has resulted from of qualified school leavers, to provide places
improt ements that hate gone on continuously for all New Zealanders with entrances qualificaduring the last thirt tear. in the education and tions who wished to stady in them.
training of teachers and in the processes of
Active steps have been taken at all levels of
curriculum development.
the system to establish close links between

00111111111111111.
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schools and the parents of the children enrolled
in them.
The objective of pryriding for every person
the education 'for which he is best fitted and to

tunity as one of the leading objectives of the
public school system. Our concern is likely,
however, to be less with inequalities of oppxtunity than with inequalities of educational

the fullest extent of his powers' is. indeed, a
broad one. It is best thought of as a line of

performance; Ivss, perhops, with the creation of
opportunity through education and more with

Aanc., rather than as a route-mat) with a

the quality and arpropriateness of the education provided for each person.

clearly defined destination. There will always be

inequalities that should be removed and educational opportunities that can be widened still
further: there will, thus, always be new tasks

for education to take on under the policy of

Education and democracy
Not a great deal is said these days about the

providing equality of educational opportunity.
It

has sometimes been asked whether the

schools as training grounds for a democratic
society. much less than was said in the years

objective of providing equality of educational

opeortunity is at bottom an educational or a
social ideal. While the schools were the main
arena for the creation of opportunity through
education, the question had no great practical

immediately following the Second World Wm .
Then we had, as New Zealanders, been brought

importance. For teachers in the classroom,
creating opportunities through education is
synonymous with catering to the individual

dedicated to a democratic way of life we were
determined that our schools should seek objectives compatible with the rights and obligations of democratic citizenship. In more recent

face to face with the results of tyranny and
dictatorship: and in common with other societies

needs of their pupils. In our time, however, it
has become plain that the schools, though im-

years public attention has been directed to
issues -to such important matters as

portant, are only one of the institutions in
society with a stake in the provision of equality
of educational opportunity. The bearint; on the
work of the scht»Is of what happens to children
before they enter school, while they are enrolled

national and regional economic development,

the conservation of natural resources, the
personal and moral development of young
people, the maintenance of social harmony, and

at school, and after they have left school. is
widely appreciated. In the education of girls
and women, to take one important issue, the
main tasks of education probably lie outside
the schools. universities, and technical institutes: they lie, rather, in changing deeprooted attitudes the fruits of centuries or

the role of the edtwation system it improving
the life-chances of children with disabilities
and handicaps.
Within New Zealand the view is sometimes
expressed that democracy exists in name only:
that the policies of Government are made by a
few decision-makers who consult as much or as
little as they themselves decide. It is claimed

habit and informal social learning concerning
the roles of men and women. and the place of
women in the home, at work, and in society at
large. This is not to undervalue the importance
of education as an instrument of social policy.
Hut it does suggest that the barriers to equality
of opportunity, as we see them today. may re-

that the great mass of the population, though
heard out patiently. is in practice ignored when

matters of moment are being determined. It
cannot, of course, be claimed that in New
Zealand's form of democratic government all
citizens may themselves directly influence the

quire the taking of educational initiatives in

executive decisions that are to bind them.

fields which are at present marginal to the formal

Democracy in this sense does not exist, nor in
the conditions of the modern world is it likely
to. It is a reflection of our relative smallness as
a political community and of the high degree
of national cohesion that we have achieved, that
individual New Zealanders should experience
feelings of frustration that they are not themselves directly influencing decisions of government that will affect their daily lives.

education system. This would include Furth' r
developments in education for parenthood, the
training, re-training, and continuing education
of adults. and the further development of social
welfare services in close association with the
schools.

We shall continue, no doubt. to see the
pros ision of equality of educational oppor8

These feelings are not confined to matters of

that require them to make choices, carry out

educational policy. 'they may also apply in
fields such as justice social welfare, health,

decisions, and live with the consec;uence of their

economic policy, defence, and foreign affairs.
But in most, if' not all, of these other fields the
issues are largely unfamiliar to laymen, though
they may engender strong feelings. They presuppose a degree of expertise that is likely to
be found only among relevant professionals and
persons whose experience gives them a claim
to be heard. With education it is different. Every

classroom activities that encourage pupils and
students to sift evidence, sort out the facts from

choices and actions. When teachers set up
the fantasies. form opinions on the pros and
cons of an argument, anc, :elate their conclusions

to the consequences for themselves and other
people of actions based upon them, they are
preparing young people for citizenship in a
democracy. And when the processes of investigation. discussion, and collective decisionmaking are carried out in a classroom pervaded
by a spirit of integrity, mutual respect, sensitivity, and tolerance, the school is playing its
full part in helping its students to develop as
individuals and to live effectively with others.

adult in the community has been to school.
Nearly all are parents. grandparents. uncles or
aunts of school pupils. and a large number are
directly concerned with administering the school

system Education bears directly on the life
chances of every boy and girl: and 'everyone in
the community knows that it does,
What price, then, democracy.in education?
So far as New Zealand is concerned there are
two main answers to this question. In the first
place, the education system itsel is organised in
way that enable a high degree of participation
by parents and members of the community at
all

Education and cultural difference

One feature of our public education system
is so much taken for granted that it is worth
mentioning by way of a reminder. Ours is an
integrated system: all children in any given
district may enrol at their local school, and

levels from the local school committee,

nearly all, in fact, do so. We need only to think
of some other countries to be reminded of our
good fortune. It means, quite simply, that the
fundamental requirement for equality of educa-

board of governors and parents' associatitni, to

the bodies and organisations that bring their

to bear on policy- making at the
national level. In the second place, all planning
decisions for the schools themselves proceed
influence

tional opportunityintegrated schooling for
the children of all backgrounds--has been
achieved. The efforts of the schools and the

on the assumption that New Zealand is a democracy and that an essential part of the schools'
mission is to prepare young people for responsible citizenship in a democracy.
Democratic citizenship is a social ideal:
preparation for citizenship in a democracy is an

community generally can be directed towards
ensuring that every child is given the kind of
education hest suited to his individual needs.
On that last point there is still much to be
achieved for Maori and ior other Polynesian
children. Until quite recently, discussions of
educational objectives focused on the attitudes.
values, and aspirations more commonly held
by pakeha New Zealanders. School Curricula
have for a generation included study of Maori

objective of the schools. Whatever may be
said of the ideal. there is no doubt about the
commitment of the Department of '.ducation
and of the schools to the objective. They take
the obje,:tive very seriously indeed. The question, so far as the schools are concerned, is not

of instruction, the social studies course has

tradition and culture. But it was not until,
through internal migration. Maori boys and

long been established as the place in the school

girls began to he enrolled in significant numbers

one of ends but of means. Within the syllabuses

in urban 'schools that teachers generally had
to become attentive to their special needs and

programme where children are introduced to
the bases of various political system to the
premises of democracy. and to the c.inditions
required For its survival and development.
Within the schools themselves, more attention
is being given to way , by which their pupils
and students can learn the principles of democratic cititenshir, by being placed in situations

abilities. Teachers,

in common with other

members of the community, are attempting to
come to terms with the significance of 'cultural
difference in the New Zealand setting. It is now
being widely realised that ways have to be found
of introducing both Maori and pakeha children
9
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to their dual heritage as New Zealanders.
We are, as a nation, committed to a policy
of integration: two races, one people. It is a
policy that places a great responsibility on

the last decade or so there has been a marked
decline in pre-vocational training courses given
in secondary schools. This has been associated
with.the development of vocational training at
the tertiary level. particularly through the
growth of the technical institutes and the diversification of their courses. It has been associated,

education as a major social influence. Any
restatement of educational objectives must give
full weight to it.

too, with changes in attitudes among an increasing number of employers, who now expect

Education and national development

to find among school leavers evidence of a
sound general education, with competence in

For as long as there have been national
systems of education, the links between the
schools and the economy hate been close.

English and mathematics, as their main vocational pre-requisites. For their part, the secondary schools are rethinking their approaches to
the general education of their pupils, particu-

continuous, and important. In New Zealand
society, as in most others during the last century.

preferment on the basis of wealth and social

larly those who in earlier years would have
found themselves in specialised vocational

influence has given way to selection on the basis
of merit and appropriate qualifications. Schools,

courses.

colleges. and universities play a crucial part in
this process of selection. It is a function of our
educational system that has received
great

Education and personal development

deal of attention during the last decade. The
tendency for upils to stay longer at secondary
school is cleat) related to the growing importance of formal educational qualifications
in an economy that is coming increasingly to
value trained intelligence. The expansion of
universities and the development of technical
institutes are also related to the same trend.

In the final analysis education is concerned

with the doelopment of persons: and in the
fostering of this development the schools and
other institutions of public education have an
important part to play. Schools exist to provide
forms of experience that cannot he provided
at all, or cannot he provided as well, by families

and otter institutions, such as churches and

In a world attuned to technological change. it

conimunity organisations. It i:. generally assumed that, outside the family. schools are the
greatest single influence on children and young
people. Certainly all discussions on public
education take tha. as their starting point. As
to the nature of that influence, howev:r, there
are always marked differences of opinion. For
as long as there have been schools there have
been debates about the nature of their contribution to society: whether they are effectively
carrying out the tasks allotted to them: whether
these are the right tasks. ha% ing regard to the

is clear that the education system must continue to he sensitive to the unfolding needs of the

New Zealand economy. Without higher levels

of education and vocational training, higher
levels of productivity w ill he difficult to achieve.

Without higher levels of productivity. further
impro einem, in education could well be delay.t...d for want of the financial and other resources needed to support them. The reciprocal
nature of this relationship is now much better
appreciated than it was e% en a few years ago.

There can be no doubt that the schools and

needs of society and the capabilities of the

colleges should accept a responsibility for

children and young people entrusted to them:

national development. The questions are how

and how, it' the si:nools are to be given new tasks
to perform. they are to he enabled to do them. In
New Zealand today. as in many other countries,
there is searching discussion in many places
about the objectives of public education and the

much importance they should give to this
ohjecto.c among others. and how the), can hest

make their contribution to

it.

For tertiary

educational institutions universities, technical
institutes. and teachers colleges the responsibility will

tasks of the schools. So far as the schools
epecially the secondary schools are concerned. these discussions centre on the funda-

he much more immediate and

pressing than it will he for the scho.)Is.
The changing role of tin. secondary school
is worth mentioning in this connection. During

mental issues of schools as places where children

and young people spend a great part of their
10
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ii%es tnd are taught those things that the community belioes to ht. in their best interest
It seems to be assumed in 'hest` discussions

questions of morality, conscience, and social

that the schools should accept greater responsibility in ticlds of personal and twilit

at large.

development that were until recenth
more the responsibility of families, church. ,
and other institutions outside the school ras
shows clearly in various proposals for primal.)

and intermediate schools to provide social
education. including sex education, as a regular

part of the curriculum, and for secondar
schools to continue and extend the courses in
social education that most now provide. But
schools are public institutions; and the further
that they are expected to Venture into fields
of private morality, the more do they face a
dilemma: in a community in which views on
private morality, especially sexual morality,
diverge so much. what standpoint should
teachers, acting in the public interest, be

expected to take? Nor are teachers, any more
than the community at large, of one mind. On

concern there is a wide diwrsit of opinion
among teachers. as there is in the cominuait
These issues, we have a!read noted, are of
special concern to secondary teachers, for it is
among their students that conflicts of opinion.
aloe. and behaviour arise most forcibly.
Teachers ire expected to act in loco parents

but it is becoming more and more difficult for
them to know how they should act in this role.
so various an the attitudes and life Styles of
the parents to whom they must discharge that
responsibility.

The signs are that a point has been reached
when an attempt should be made to formulate
the responsibilities that public education should

be expected to shoulder for society. Such a
statement should set Out objectives for the
institutions of public education at various levels

The Department believes the issues raised in
these pages so tar to be highly relevant to such
an inquiry.
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PART TWO

The Scale of the Operation
CONTINUING EXPANSION has been a dominant

feature of the New Zealand education system

for many years. The following table summarises
this expansion during the last decade.

ENROLME.VTS AT EDUC.4710,VAL INSTITUTIONS

FULL-TIME

YEAR

ENROLMENTS
1961

. .

1966

.

1971

. .

575,650
670,981
745,370

PART-TIME
ENROLMENTS

86,183
125,376
152,315

TOTAL
NUMBERS

PERCENTAGE
01- MEAN
POPULATION

661,833
796,357
897,685

27.2
29.7
31.3

souRcE! Lpartment q/ Education, Annual Report, 1972.

The number of enrolments is likely to in-

and tertiary, particularly technical, edrzation.

crease further during the next decade. But the
percentage of the total population enrolled at
educatima! institutions is expected to remain
relatively stable. The greatest percentage in-

The rolls given above are confined to ta2 formal
education system and do not include education

and training provided by other bodies and
agencies.

creases are likely to be found in pre-school
Figure 1: Live Births, 1958-1978
Actual: 1958-1971. Projected: 1972-1978
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Department of Statistics: 1958-1971.
Department of Education: 1Q72-197&

Figure 2: Rolls of Educational Institutions, 1961-1981
Actual: 1961-1971. Projected: 1972.1981
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Notes:

1. Tertiary and pre-school rolls are 'best estimates'. Primary and secondary
rolls are the Department of Education's middle projections. The highest
and lowest projections made by the Department show that primary and
secondary rolls could differ by up to :`:10% by 1981 from those shown
above.
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2. The mini:. sent: of the Department's birth projections was used to

350 -

derive pit: vzhool and primary school rolls.
3. Tertiary education rolls are shown in terms of equivalent full-dine
students from 1965.
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Births

48" of both boys and girls who had entered
secondary schools in 1968 were in their fourth

Annual numbers of Ike births are a main

year

influence on the later site of school populations
at all levels. Figure I shows the %ariations in
these numbers during the his fourteen ears.

gills at this le%el is also a noteworthy feat um 4,.%

Since 1965 there has been a slow but fairly

though the rate fot fifth year girls is growing
mote slowly than that for fifth year boys. The

steady annual increase in the number of births.
,\t the present time. however. the future rates
of annual increase are not clear. In its projections of school roils for the last years of the
decade the Department is at present using the
sets of assumptions for lire births, the middle
three of w inch are graphed in Figure 1. These
assumptions and projections will he revised
each year.

main influences contributing to the rise in
retention rates in 1968 were probably the
alteration to the School Certificate regulations
permitting passes in single subjects, and the
economic recession of 1967 68.
The retention rates mojeeted in Figure 3
are subject to a number or influences that could
affect them markedly.. Adverse economic conditions. a wider range of courses available in

Pre-school education

sixth and seventh films, and changing perceptions of the tole of women could result in
increased retention rates. On the other hand.

In the last decade rolls of kindergartens and
play centres hike more than doubled to reach
4.1.00f) in PrI. It the present trends continue.

ieeent publicity alleging a surplus of graduates.

and the further development of technical institutes a:: alternatives to universities rot postsecondaly education, could result in a slower
tate of increase in the number of fifth year

about 40 45" of three and four year olds.
totalling about

of secondaty education compared with

35" and 31" lespectively ten years earlier. The
more tapid glow th in the retention rate for

children. will be in
kindergartens and play centres in 1981.
65.0(X)

students.
Not only are pupils staying longer at secon-

Primar Schools

dary schools, they are leaving with higher
educational qualifications. Of' pupils entering
secondary school in 1966. over thi ee-quatters
stayed on until Foim 5, and neatly these-tilths
left with an educational award of at least one
School Cettificate subject. About one -third
obtained a sixth rot m qualification and onequarter linkei sky Entiance or a higher qualification. Or this same group or students about
one-sixth on leaving intended to undertake
full-time study at a university. technical in-

For the first time in thirty years, New Zealand

is entering a period when primary school rolls
are expected to decline slightl. Not until 1979
are they expected to exceed the 1971 figure. This
decline reflects the drop in the number of
births reported in the 1960s. as shown in Figure
1. The rise in rolls towards the end of the 1970s
mirrors the post -war 'baby - boom': the children

of the late 19405 are becoming parents of
school children in the late 1970s.

stitute. or teachers college. A fur them one-sixth
imended to take up tiade or technician occupa-

Secondary schools

tions imoking part -time study at a technical

Secondary school tolls are expected to increase annually until 1977. The decline in

institute.

births in the 1960, may then cause tolls to drop
until 1981 despite an expected continuation of
the tendificy for students to stay longer
school. thereafter further met eases are likely'
The tendency to sta, longei at secondary schot'is
is marked at all loels. of those leaving
duty schools in 191. one in these had I ece.%ed
no more than two yews of secondary educ..ition.
in 19'1 the proportion %A& one in siv Figure 3
shims the position in senit)i forms. In 1971.

Technical institutes
Technical institute rolls increased ft om neatly
14.0(X) in 1961 to neatly 49.0(X) in 1971. The
nr 'Oho of student-hour s. which is a better

m asure of technical institute giowth. rose
from 7.7 million in 1967 to 11.2 million in
1971. an increase of 45 ",,. On present trends.

the numbei of equivalent full-time students
could iie Flom about 11.0(X) in 1971 to leach
14
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Figure 3:

Retention of Fourth and Fifth Year Students at Secondary
Schools, 1961.1981. (Percentages are bated on earlier
third form intakes.)
Actual: 1961-1971. Projected: 1972-1981
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Figure 4:

Gross th Indes of -Student Hours- in Technical Institutes.
6) Lod of Course,1967-19S1
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16.O() 1w 1976 and 21.000 by 19K1. These

numbers and to promote the growth in the

estimates do not take into account any in-

numbers of students
accountancy..

creases in the demand for technical education
that could arise from changes in the training of
apprentices or from decisions to transfer to
the institutes the training of occupational
groups that are at present trained elsewhere.
The greater part 196" in 1971) of institute
rolls consists of part-time students of whom
apprentices and technical professional students
foim the two major groups. Figure 4 shows the
changing composition of the technical institute
population.
During the last fmn yeais there has been a

in

such

fields

With the establishment of technical institutes in a growing number of provincial centres,
the amount of %ocational technical education
prosided by secondary schools is diminishing:
the proportion in 1971 was estimated as less

than 5" of the total.
t'nhersities

As with technical institutes, tolls of universities haw grown rapidly in recent years. The
loll of full-time and par t-time internal students
rose from over 15,000 in 1961 to 34,(X)) in
1971. Over this period the number of full-time
students has almost trebled and the fraction
of the total emolment they comprise has increased from a little over half to almost three
quarters. Rolls oer the nest decade are likely
to continue to rise but some of the influences

faster rate of increase in the demand for courses

at the higher levels. This trend is expected to
continue and, as a consequence. the institutes
will he teaching proportionately more students
at highei lock. (hei the per iod 1961 to 1970.
the number of New Zealand Certificates
awalLled each teal by the Technicians Cei titication Aurborit!, grew from 40 to 590. ulltime
udentN at institutes MCI cased horn 221
in
I.SN" iii 19'i. I he imptmed hursart
system is likely to accelerate increases in these

mentioned earlier which are likely to contribute

to an increase in technical institute rolls ma
also tend to slow down the growth of university

Figure 5. Unisersity Degrees Awarded,1961 and 1971
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by 219" and the number of advanced degrees

rolls. It is estimated that the number of equivastudents in 1971 was 29.500.
lent
and in 1976 and 1981 could he 39X) and 51.(K)
respect el

257". First degrees in arts increaxd by
236". science by 241", commerce by 428",
and other bachelors degrees by 155". In some
faculties. such as medicine and veterinary
science. entry is eompetitiw and the intake
1981. assuming the number of
controlled.

.

decrees aarded each ear
The numher
has increased at a faster rate than increases in
the number of enrolments. &tweet) 1961 and
1971

equialent full-time students indicated abow.
the numbers of degrees awarded annually

university rolls increased h> 122". but

will show a substantial increase.

the number of first degrees awarded increased

Teachers in State Primary and Secondary Schools, Universities. Teachers Colleges. Technical Institutes. Kindergartens
and Play Centres, 1961.1981

Figure 6:
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Trothem

From 1%! to 1971 the number of students

enrolled for seondar teacher training grew

Increasing rolls and improvements in pupilteacher ratios caused a steadily increasing

demand for teachers in the last decade and this
will e,mtinue into the next. The protections of
teachers required.
shown in }Agate h. are
based on present stalling ratios for pie- school

'. ,nt just oer 2.200 to nearly 3.:4/0. 1:Or I972,
recruit'nent to secondary teaching changed
markedly with increased numbers of graduates

and near-graduates applyim. for admission.
I here \\ as also an improvement in the quality

and tertiary education. but take account of of applicants for studentships. Though it
policies for improYed stalling ratios now being
introduced in primary and secondary. schools.

State primary and secondary teachers constitute afloat str of the full-time teaching staff
of all educational institutions. With the introduction of tin eeyear teacher training tor
primary teachers each primary. teachers college
had a year in which it prod lieetr irtualIN no
tramcd:.eachers The additnmal trained teachers

had to he recruited from sources other than
met' women pros ided the
main source of the additional staff required.
the estimated trough in primary
teachers el d legC1

l'ru the demand for teachers
will still increase steadily with the introduction
of thi.
:.1:; staffing schedules. It is estimated
that between WI and 19fil 3100 additional
prim try teachers will he required. In I 9"1. just
school rolls in the
1

41% er

half of the teachers recruited to both

priniary and Nec,tndary teaching services came
front sources other than teacher traumw. courses.
Virtually all the primary teachers recruited

of
were certificated 1e:it:hers while over
the secondary teachers had previously had some
teaching experience.
1 he protected growth in secondary rolk and

the improvements in secondary staffing now
being carried out will require ahout 1.3(m)
equivalent full -tune teacher m the peak yen.

19 (his

IN .111

lilt:N.1NC

too soon yet to he definite, it appears that with

employment opportunities for graduates at
their Jewl of expectation being fowr than in
the past, New Zealand may be changing from
a period of shortage to one where the supple of
potential seconuary teachers may exceed the.
demand. But a shortag4. of teachers in certain
subject areas, notably mathematics and science.

has yet to be overcome. On present policies.
intakes to secondary teacher training courses
are expected to decline in the middle seventies
with the approaching drop in school rolls.
Continuing education

Non-we:moo:II education for students who

ha \e left school is prohted b a ariet of
institutions and organisations through courses
ranging from hobbies to academic subjects at
umYersity le\ el. A 'course' may vary from a
single 1011111a in the case of Nome unierat
extension courses to a series of lectures over
two years. In I971) enrolments in such courses
were approximately as follows:
Non-Yoe:mon:II courses it) see, !Wary

schools and technical institutes ..
no.ersity extension

tt a; out 1%o thous.md

Workers' kiticational Association

on the 19-I tigure. I he demand will drop h

Comm w omen's ti,-ordinating Com-

ilhoUt 3(s) teachers by I9:1 on present policies.

mittee

Teacher training

ith all primary teachers colleges now eonducting three-year training courses. with the
approachintf temporary decline m school
and with the improved retention and return to
teaching of trained married $.()Ilien teachers. a
reduetit'ii ;11 Ow intake quotas to teachers colle...N... to 2.litif Is ..\pected. and Lolle2e roll, ate
likely I) Ile relatively siahle over the next toy's
Cal

6-T
I fi

is
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Expenditure on Education
pot Lint. He the tr.:101ot) of national resources

1 or the nuke tit k.4)n.i.tenc. the figures used
this section .re based on the definition of
; raining.
Is:. the
cklucathin

spent
Got eminent has remained fairly
stable tt about one third oer the past decade.
expenditure on education has
1111ClIt
made increasing demands on those I, NI) recs.

in

mmttee of the 7,..itional

and Iti:serci
Dexelopment

tenet,. 1965 69. and on the
methods used in deming them. This definition.
which excluded the t. hold cllare 1?1%ision.
special schools. and the National Library has

as Figure 7 shows.

Another way of measuring expenditure on
education is to relate ;I to the Gross National
Product. the Education. Training. and Research Committee forecast that the percentage

since been used h. the Ad% isor Council on
Educational Planning and the National
De\ elopment Council. the figures pv tshed
hx the Department of Education in its annual

des,ed to education in

of

reports include expenditure on these items and
ore therefore higher than those sh.own here.

"1 he growth in pupil and student numbers
has been the most important Rictor in causing
the marked increase in it .wrnment expenditure
out education In I,)60 td. net expenditure was
N257.2m. More inn84. 2ni and in 1970

the basis of approed policies .1nd tf.e expected
growth in the education syst: :J. Forecasts
were also made for 1975 76 and 1911 82. The
are based on the 1971
forecasts in. Figure

Figure 7:

Nct Gosernmunt Exptnditure on Education. 161-1971
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sonic allowance for qualitative improvements.
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revision fin 19b9 7(1 prices) and show that for
both 1972 73 and 1978 79 the resised forecast
percentage is 5.;-".
ith all, A: MCC mad.: for
the introduction of some Myth''r improements

up to

the percentages of G.N.P.

1975 76.

1011IMN:

Flueation or the Committee of tntintry into
the Uses of Television in Education. Second.
they include estimates of capital expenditure
which ca- he :ntluenceu by factors as sailous

as the state of the economy and prattling

1978 79:

we:idler conditions 1.1 any year. Third. they
are sensitise to the accuracy of the roll pro-

A numb s of reservations must Ix made in

jections upon whet they are based. For instance, all of the prt school and most of the

1972 73: 3.8",, 1975 76: 6.1",.
5.9" 1981 82: 5.7",,.

connection with the re ised forecast percentages
of G.N.P. Fir .4. as stated allow, those shown in
Figure 8 represent the expenditure required to
maintain policies in force in August 1971. Tho
d. not make allowance for any proposals that
have not !set become policy such Is, for example.

further improwments in statIimi ratios, ar in
teacher training, or in the pro%um of equipment to support changing curricula, nor do
they take account of the recommendations of
the Committee of Inquiry into Pie-School
Figure

primary school population pr&ected for 1981
have >et to he horn. Population estimates for
years in tidsanue could he lu. or more m et ror.
Fourth,:, nd perhaps most important. they are
highly dependent on the accuracy of estimates

of the growth of (i.N.P. that are based on the

4.5" annual average growth rate of G.N.P.
from 1972 73 to 1981 82 adopted by the
National Development Conference is Mach
1972.

Government Expenditure on Education as a Percentage of
G.N.P., 1961.1982
Acitiat 19611970. t °recast. 1973.1982

1961

64

67

/3

-to

7n

79

142

Year 1 tided 31 Mart h

liepaitinent of Statistit.

Sources:
2

Notcs:

I

2

ligure. to 1970
1)epatment 01 I du, ation actual eq/endittire
't
ourkt1 on r du.Jtrunal Planning tort, 3%1 Vpelltiltlirt!
i or dettrution ut ewentliture on education We Note !of igure 7
the e.tiritate.ot S.P are dented from the Department tit Statist!, e.tunate
tor 197111. annual leo% th Late. ot 1 : Jriti
tor 1971-2 and 1972 repecti%ely tti /I I H e.turiate and a

4

.nerage J111111.11grov.01 rate for each three year period to

1981
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Figure 9:

Forecasts of Government Expenditure on Education as a
Percentage of G.N.P., 1973
1982. on Different Assump
Lions for the Aimual Growth Rate of the Economy
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5.0

5

1976

1982

1979

$383.5m
$295.2m
5345.9m
Year Ended 31 March and forecast expenditure in 1969.70 prices
Source:

Notes:

$425.8m

Advisory Council on Educational Planning:
forecast expenditure.
1. For definition of expenditure on education sec Note to igure 7.
2. The estimates of G.N.P. are de. lied from the Department of
Statistics estimate of G.N.P. for 1970.1 and annual growth rates of
and 3' for 1971.2 and 1972.3 tesprc tively iN.Z.I.E.R. estimates).

The assumed annual growth rate figure of
4.5" in real G.N.P. is somewhat higher than
that achieved in recent years. In the ten years
to 1967 68 the rate was 4. 1' . Figure 9 shows
the forecast expenditures on education as
percentages of G.N.P. assuming four different
annual growth rates of G.N.P. from 1972 73. It
is clear that. gien certain estimated expenditures on education such as those shown earlier.
the proportion of national resources they represent would sae} considerably.. depending on
the growth rate achieved in G.N.P. In 1981 82.

foT

eLample,

an

estimated

expenditure of

S425.8m (1969-70 prices) would represent
between 5.4" and 6 1" of G.N.P. according to

which of the four growth rates used in the
forecists in Figure 9 is ach;eved. It is in this
climate of uncertainty about the growth rate
of the economy that educational planning
most take place. Furthermore. the proportion
of G.N.P. to be devoted to education must be
determined in the light of competing claims on
national economic resources from other sectors.
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PART THREE

Policies and Issues
,1111111111111111E.

kindergarten sites, buildings. and equipment,

Pre-school ed..ic at km

and of play centre buildings in high priority

A main objectit e of pre - school education is

areas: and grants to play centres to help with
the establishment and maintenance of centres.
and for liaison between associations and their
constituent centres. Pi ofessional and administratite help is provided by the Officer for PreSchool 1:dueation and a team of twelve preschool advisers. The voluntary organisations.
for their part. pros ide about SI .3 million a year

to work with parents to complementing and
reinforcing experiences that children hat e at
home

experiences that. it is IPA% recognised.

are basic to the full pht steal. enottonal. social
and intellectual detelopinent of children. (her
the last decade. educational research and theory

hate emphasised the sheer whittle and the
importance for later development of the learning ;hat children accomplish before the age of

for pre-school education, and the voluntary
work of malty thousands of parents and others.

tire. Young children learn through play. As
the recent report of the ('onnnittee of Inquiry

During the last decade there has been a
rapid growth in the tie:d of pre-school educa-

int.) Pre-Sehoo; I dticAnon pert, It 'I hrough
pla the child explores. thscoters. tries. prows
and assimnates. I hrough play he expresses
feelings. experiments with social relationships.
:

tion and this is expected to continue. This reflects

the growing eons ietion among parents that
kindergartens and plalt. centres can make an
important contrNition to the intellectual and
social de\ elopment of young children. In New

develops skills. and acquires a wider Use of
language'. Ilk first learning em ironment is

lealand, nearly a halt' of all four year olds and a

the home. :\ pre - school group. with its specially
planned space anti equipment. with the regular
association it prot ides with other children. and
%1Itii the guidance and support given by trained
adults. pro% ides a systematic broadening of
experience for children. regardless of their
home background.
In this country. pre-school sat ices are
operated by voluntary organisations in partnership w tth the State (her the years. close working
relationships hate been de% elope.l between the

quarter of three xear olds take part in preschool education. [hese proportions are high
by world standards. Neterthdess, we know that
here, as elsewhere, the children who are in most
need of pre - school education are often the ones
vy ho arc least likely to receive it. It is against
this background that the recent Committee of
InquIry into Pre-Schou)! 1:Abu:ain't' carried out
its task. The Committee was asked to review the
present range of sere ices and their atailability

to children under lire years of age. with particular reference to children with special educa-

two major national bodies. the New tealand
Free Kinder-pi-ten 'moil and th: New tealand

tional needs: the educational aims and programmes of various pre-school services; the
types of training available for persons who

Plat Centre Federation. and tr.: Department of
f-ducatton 'T he responsibility tor establishing
and running kindergartens and play centres is
shared by local committees and the controlling
associatiors to which they are albhated. Standards 01 provision acceptable to the voluntary
orgamsatIons and to the I )epartment are determined h!. the ['iron itr the I ederalloll and the
Department in consultation.
Die Clot ernment's financial contribution to
pre-school education now amounts to about

conduct pre-school sert ices: the administration
of pre-school education: and State assistance
to the tarious forms of pre - school education.

The main proposals of the Committee are:
I. hat

care. should he steadily expanded so that
they are available to all parents who want them,

s3 million a year. *FM. eaters the costs of:
kindergarten teachers' training and salaries.
the 2

;

pre-school sert ices. including full-time

and that these serf ices match the needs of
children. including those of children with special
educational needs.

got ernment subsidies on the cost of
11

REST COPY AVAILABLE

That development of the services should he
based on the existing voluntary organisations
working in a closer partnership with the Depe.,-:-

ment of Educ::tion and with stronger professional and financial support from the Department.

That national and local administrative
machine', he set up to co-ordinate ...c development of pre-school education.

meet of Education, and increased professional.
administrative and financial support from the
Department.
Important among the issues in pre-school
education are the following: How should the
pro% ision of pre-school educational sere ices be

related to the needs of children? How is a
steady rate of expansior to be maintained as

school workers he impro% ed. and that training

well as a steady improvement ir. the quality of
the programme offered? What should be the
nature and extent of the Department of Education's responsibility for educational pro-

programmes he integrated to a greater extent
ith the institutions responsible for teacher

opportunities shoula there he in the pre-school

That the training and qualifications of pre-

training.

Action along these lines would involve the
doelt,pment ttl a closer partnership between
the wluntar) organisations aad the Depart-

grammes in day care centres? What further
system for parent education? What priority
should be given to the improvement of preschool education in comparison with further
improvements to the first three years of primary
schooling?

Primary and secondary education

TEACHER TRAINING. There has been a com-

ifivhensive reorganisation of the initial training
of primary and secondary teachers. It has

The objective of primary and secondary
education is to provide the best education

included the extension of the primary course

possible for all girls and boys within the human
and other resources that can be made available.
Durinzt the last decade, the main developments
of policy for the improvement of learning and

teaching in primary and secondary schools
have been as follows:
111)R0%

SI

11.1 tiG The staffing of schools

has been improved in a variety of wtys. There

has been a steady reduction in the size of
primary classes. The transition to the new
staffing schedules based on a : 35 ratio is

of training to three years and the expansion and
reorganisation of courses of secondary teacher
training. Associated with these developments
there have been major improvements in staffing,

buildings, equipment, and the financing of
teachers colleges. Important new links are being
developed between teachers colleges and universities. The further training of teachers has been
developed in a variety of ways. Two residential

in-service training centres have been established, and most education hoards now have

in-service training facilities. There has been a
notable increase in courses for which teachers
teachers have been appointed to secondary can be released from their classroom duties.
schools so that in general sixth and seventh Most of these courses have been short up to
forms can he limited to 20 students. Further five days but some have lasted up to six weeks.
steps are being taken each year to achieve a Special regulations allow for evening classes
progressi%e reduction in the size of Form 3 5 for teachers of up to twenty sessions for each
classes. The aim is to staff schools so that in course. Advanced courses for teachers are run
general these classes need he no larger than 30. on a national basis through the Correspondence
Other improvements in staffing have included School, and examined with assistance from
the creating and upgrading of large numbers of university teachers. Selected teachers are given
positions of responsibility in primary. int,:r- leave with pay to complete university degrees.
mediate. and secondary schools, and increases in All universities now offer teaching fellowships
time allowances for deputy principals and which enable teachers to spend an academic
1

planned to he completed by 1976. Additional

year as a full-time member of a university
department. The Teachers Refresher Course
Committee provides residential courses for

senior assistant mistresses in secondary schools.
Extra staff is provided for schools with a large
proportion of Maori and other Polynesian
pupils. for the introduction of special pro-

teachers during school holidays.

grammes for children with special needs, and
for the appointment of guidance counsellors in
selected secondary schools. A new scheme for
the initial appointment of primary teachers has
brought improved and more stable staffing.

Si' PPOR rim;

SERVICES.

The

Department

supports the work of teachers through professional leadership and the provision of
teaching resources. The role of the inspectorate

particularly in rural schools. The earlier general

is increasingly seen as one of' providing specialist

shortage of primary teachers has been largely
01.ere.)me. although there are some districts

advice and guidance to principals and teachers.
Advisory services which were initially developed
for primary schools are beginning to be extended
to secondary schools. The work of the School
Publications Branch, at first confined to journals
and bulletins for pupils. has been broadened to
include a wide range of handbooks and manuals
for teachers. The School Library Service lends

which from time to time have difficulty in
attracting suitable teachas. With improved
recruitment and retention of teachers, staff
shortages in secondary schools are being steadily
reduced. In some subjects. such as mathematics

and science. accounting. economics, art. and
music. there are still staffing deficiencies. The

hooks to teachers and classes, publishes lists
of hooks recommended for purchase. and has

salaries of primary and secondary teachers have

recently been revalued. and there are indication. that this revaluation is contributing to

organising librarians who make visits to schools.

the improved recruitment and retention of

The National Film Library lends films, and in
addition runs a tape duplicating service and a

teachers.

gramophone record library. To its basic re24
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source of silent filmstrips the Visual Production
Unit has now added sound filmstrips, overhead

projector transparencies. wall charts, and pictures. The Report of the Committee of Inquiry
into the Uses of Television in Education has
recommended that the Department's resources
for acquiring, producing and distributing audiovisual media be strengthened and developed.

young person in the schools. Following the
recommendations of the Commission on
Education, 1962, the Department's ability to
promote curriculum change has been increased
by the establishment of the Curriculum Development Unit. The functions of the unit include:
the preparation. co-ordination and revision of
syllabuses from the infant department to Form
seven; the provision of guides. handbooks and
resource materials for teachers to accompany
syllabuses and to assist in their interpretation
and implementation: the initiation and evaluation of pilot schemes in order to test new courses
and methods under classroom conditions; and
the promotion and use of a wide range of resources including audio-visual media, school
libraries and new teaching techniques. Curriculum development is carried out progressively

The New Zealand Council for Educational
Research. at the request of the Department, is

developing a series of standardised tests of
attainment. Tests of reading and listening
comprehension have already been prepared
for use in primary and secondary schools.

The basic aim
of policy is to provide continuity in the curriCURRRITUM DISLI.OPMEN t.

culum from the infant room to Form seven

and there is close consultation with teachers

and to provide a curriculum that is appropriate
to the age, abilities, aptitudes and aspirations

in State and private schools. Teachers are, as a

and therefore the differing needs of each

matter of policy, represented on all revision
25

committees. When changes in the curricnItin
are being considered. careful attention is given
to the extent to which teachers should be asked

CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS. There is

now within th nuhlic system a comprehensive
range of services and special forms of assistance

to adapt to further changes. The developing
needs of young people. the current state of
kno%ILge and of ways of teaching it are also

for children with handicaps and educational
deficiencies. One teacher in every 25 is employed full-time in a special class or school.

caretull) weighed.
l'ollowing the recommendations of the Cornmission on Education, particular emphasis has

or in advisory or guidance services for children
with special educational needs. Wherever

been placed on prosiding continuity in the
curriculum between primary and secondary
schools Since the ro ision of the primary
hch.ol English and social studies s)Ilabuses in
1961, major syllabus re% isions have been com-

pleted in mathematics from infants to Form 7.
and in science from Form to 7. The music
I

s)Ilabus from infants to Form 2 has been rev iced

possible. additional forms of assistance are
provided without removing children permanent!) From the companionship of their
peers and the normal programme of the classroom. In the case of rural children, the main
emphasis has been on the improvement of the
Litwin)

of the education that can he made

available in schools that are within daily reach

of children. In the field or special education

and programmes in creatixe drama from Form
to 4 are being developed in the schools based
on a teachers' handbook.. supplement on the
teaching of reading in the primary school has
been prodiked. linkage schemes ha% e been
established in selected primar. intermediate and

ever) effort is made to assist children with handi-

secondary schools to pros ide a contin llit in
the teaching of \Iaori and French. Ro isions

and his staff can meet their educational needs

I

are well under v.a) in English from Form 3 to 5,
and in social studies from Form I to 5. Subjects

caps to learn etfeetiely in ordinary classrooms.
With Maori children and Paci:ic Islands children
li%ing, in New Zealand who may require special

help, the aim is to add to the resources avail-

able in the local school s' that the principal
without attracting undue attention to any
problems the) ma) lime. Special teaching

arrangements can he made within school programmes, and part-time classes are established
out of school hours, to provide additional
teaching for gilled children.
Some children are too remote, others have
handicaps that are too sec ere. to enable them

of the curriculum under rev io% at present include inlIsle from I orin 3 to 5: art and crafts
from Form
to 5: science from infants to
Standard 4 ltername COUrsCs in mathematics
are being considered for students for whom the
School C'ertiticate or Vinxersit) Entrance prescriptions are inappropriate.
The Department is associated with the School
Certificate Fxaniination Board and the UnixerI

to attend a local school. There are special
pro% isions for such children: hoarding bur-

saries, hostels, and the comprehensive educational sere ice provided 11) the Correspondence

sitio I ntrance Board in ensuriti ..! that the public
e \animations reflect changes and new develop-

School: special schools for blind, deaf', backward, and emotionally disturbed children: and

ments in teaching programmes. \lost prescriptins for these examinations have been changed

a wide range of ad% isory and guidance services.

over the past ten )ears and I11:1111 1101 slihiCCth
helve been added.

x ision for children requiring special education.

In the expansion and development of its pro-

Considerable changes in the interpretation

the Department works in close consultation
with a IllImher of voluntary bodies and with

of e\isting sy iLthU1C1 have occurred ox er the
past few )ears. hest: have been facilitalod by

the Departments of Health and Social Welfare.
In the education of rural children, special

the ma n trials. experiments. handbooks and
other support materials that have been developed h) the Department. In the field of curriculum development genera II). greater emphasis 11 now being ;given to evaluating the
ettectReness of curriculum revision and this
trend will continue. Curriculum objectives are

attention has been given in recent years to
improvements in the supply of teachers, to

being stated nit 're speciticall).

in this connection. On matters of policy con-

hoarding alloWarIces, and to

the ways of

strengthening rural schools from Form

I

up-

wards. The statement of polic, made last

No% ember, for the reorganisation of education
front 1orm I upwards in rural areas is important

26
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cerning the education of Maori children the
Minister is ad% ised b. the National Ad% isory
Committee on Maori Education. In 1970 that

Committee reported to the Minit.t:r on priorities in Maori education and made a number of
recommendations for the extension of eisting
pol,Cles and the introduction of no% ones. These

reconlinendiltions have been considered h the
Department and the %arious other bodies to
which the were addressed and most of them
are now under action. Progress is being sought

on a broad front in relation to three inter-

to overcome any educational deficiencies that

they ma have. Many groups and intik iduals
are denoting a great deal of dedicated effort
to the improvement of the life-chances of Maori
and other Polynesian children through education. There are heartening signs of progress.
All. howeser. who are respoAsible for the
education of such children know that there
is still much to he done.
111 II DINCFS AND EQUIPMIN l New buildings
codes have recently been approved for primary.
.

secondary and intermediate schools. Under

related aims: a greater understanding of Maori

these codes. schools are now being designed.
built, and where necessary, remodelled so

culture. including the Maori language. by all
school children and their teachers: a better
by

that it is possible for teachers to introduce

which the can help Maori bo.x, and girls t
come to terms with and make their own
distinctive contribution to schools which the
ma well perceive as pakeha institutions: and
a further de% elopment of the resources and

new forms of class and school organisation.
Small and large groups of pupils. and some-

understanding b teachers of the was

times teams of teachers and other school
staff, can be combined in various ways for
particular teaching purposes. New types of
learning materials are a'ailahle. especially for

professional skills needed to help Maori children
27
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individual study. A new equipment scheme for
primar) schools was introduced this year. The
Department now supplies a wide rang, of items
for the classroom and for the school general) }.
and will be accepting reponsibility for their
maintenance and replacement.
The following are the main issues in primal)

and secondary education as the Department

mittee was aware that they would have to
compete with other desirable improvements in
the teaching materials that can be made

available to teachers. What priority, if any,
should he given to the introduction of broadcast television?

THE PACE (W CiLsor.. The days have long

sees them:

since passed when chalk and talk made a

A1)1)1110NAI RESOURCE% FOR BETTER
F.DruAlluti. Improvements in the quality of

teacher, and when teachers could assume that
the subject matter of the c.,:rriculum would
remain relatively unchanged over long periods.

education are sought by increasing the number
of teachers and related professional and
supporting services available to each educational unit, by raising the professional competence of teachers, by adding to the teaching

materials available to them, by up-grading
the accommodation in the schools where they

teach, and by helping parents to understand
what teachers are trying to do for their children.
Most proposals for improved education include

all of these items. All are without question
desirable. All are, however, in competition
not only with each other, but with improvements

in the provision of other services to the public
which also have claims to additional resources
of trained manpower. capital works and current
expenditure. Within the field of education itself. what priority should be given to further
improvements in the educational provision for
boys and girls of primary and secondary school

age compared with that for children of preschool age, for 'short-stay' secondary students

who hate

school without a recognised
leasing qualification, or for adults who are at
left

present not being reached by agencies of continuing education'? And it' additional teachers
are

to be made available for primary and

secondary education, v. hat priority should he

gnen to: improvements in the teacher-pupil
ratio. improvW professional support in the
form of psychologists. guidance counsellors,
librarians, and subject and other specialist
advisers; increased ancillary staff; and to an
:xpansion and intensification of advanced
courses of study for leathers in service ". Similar questions are raised hr the recommendations

of the Committee of Inquiry into the Uses of
Teleision in Education. which include proposals for the introduction of broadcast television into primary and secondary schools.
In making these recommendations, the Com-

Change is a keynote in teaching as in other
professions change in the objectives to be
sought, the curricula to be followed, and in the

methods and supporting teaching materials
to be used. During the last decade the Department and the teaching profession have been

fostering new approaches to
teaching and learning over a broad front.
successful in

Generally speaking, we have been more success-

ful in promoting change than we have been in
di:iseminating the results of change to all

teachers whose work should reflect them. The
task is now one of achieving a balance: of

encouraging creative teachers who have ideas

for doing things differently and doing them
better: and of maintaining the confidence of
other teachers who, though by no means resis-

tant to new ideas, may be inclined to think
that change does not of itself guarantee progress and that too many changes at once can
lead to confusion as readily as to improvements.
It is a question. too, of ensuring that teachers are
fully informed of the objectives of new curricula,

have opportunities to keep their specialised
knowledge up to date, are provided with the
facilities, publications and teaching equipment
needed to support new approaches, and have

regular opportunities to exchange views and
seek advice and guidance from professional
leaders in their field. In practical terms the
issue is one of the resources that can be made
available and the ways they can he deployed
to ensure that the 25,000 or more members of
the teaching profession are given regular opportunities for refreshment and retraining. What.

for example. should he the responsibilities of
the teachers colleges. the universities,

the

teachers' organisations. and the Department,

and what arrangements might be made to
ensure co-ordination of effort among them"
What should be the role of district in-service

centres in the process of bringing about change
and improvement in the work of the schools?

TRAINING UOR LUADFRSHIP. There has been

a pleasing and in m my ways impressiv increase in the range and number of opportunities

that can be made available to teachers to add
to their professional knowledge and expertise.
The chief means of in-service training has.
however, been short courses in one form
or another. There is a need for the development of longer courses of greater substance to

prepare teachers for new or increased professional responsibilities courses lasting one
term, two terms, or a year. Particular fields in
which such courses are needed are: the induction of principals of large primary. intermediate,
and secondary schools: holders of positions of
responsibility in primary, intermediate. and

secondary schools: the teaching of English to
Maori and other Polynesian children: guidance
counselling, teachers of pupils requiring special
education in one of its forms: intermediate

teachers with defined subject responsibilities:
and teachers generally whose formal qualifications need to be strengthened and refreshed.

for careful research and evaluation far exceed
the number of trained research workers who
can be made available to work on them. A
policy for educational research is needed:
one that delineates the responsibilities of the
arious hot;ics concerned and proposes arrange-

ments for the setting of priorities, the coordination of effort, the provision of funds. and
the training of more research workers.
Scut(X)1. ORGANISATION. Primary and secon-

dary teachers are heirs to different traditions
in the organisation of schools and classes. The
primary tradition is that of the general classroom teacher, the secondary that of the subject
specialist. But important changes are now

taking place in both branches of the teaching
service. There is a growing tendency among
teachers at all levels to plan and teach courses
together so that the strengths of each teacher

can be used to best effect with the greatest
number of pupils. In primary and intermediate
schools, these arrangements encourage teachers
to develop a degree of specialisation: in

secondary schools they provide an antidote
to specialisation. They have important consequences for the planning of school build-

ings. the training and deployment of teachers.
and the organisation of schools, particularly
RUSUARCH AND EVAI CA LION. Through the large ones. They are important in themselves
inspectorate. the Curriculum Development for the opportunities they provide for teachers,

Unit, and its various advisory services, the
Department is able, as far as resources permit,

evaluate various aspects of educational
practice as a normal part of its professional
to

in planning and teaching together, to think

creatively about their common professional
task and to learn from each other. The further
development of exploratory forms of class and

responsibility towards the education system. school organisation should he a matter of
The No.% Zealand Council for Educational continuing interest during the decade.
Schools exist to enable children and young
Research has the specific responsibility of
fostering and undertaking educational research. people to enjoy a rich, balanced education
The unibersity departments of education while they have the status of pupils. One conand, more recently. the teachers colleges are sequence of the wndency for pupils to stay
contributing to educational research in the longer at secondary school has been to call
New Zealand setting. The Go%ernment has into question the appropriateness of pupil
recently broken new ground by including a pro- status for young people in senior forms. Many
%ision for research as part of new de%elopments secondary schools are finding ways of giving a
that have been appro% ed. The recent decision measure of student status to senior forms. There
to include a research evaluation as part of the is also a growing tendency for schools to
pilot scheme for extended apprentice training de%clop forms of organisation and improsed
is one example. The inclusion of research and methods of communication so that pupils at
deselopment as a function of the tutor training all levels are able to take some part in the
unit to he set up for the training of technical making of decisions that affect them as members
institute tutt,r, is another. Rut these issues calling of a school community.
29
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t ING. A praiseIDANci %ND Ccn
t s. The doelopment of
libraries 1n secondar schools has been an %%orth feature of the teaching profession in
achioement of the last decade or No. The No% /ealand is its tradition of concern l'r
recent appr %al of a policy for the pro%i- the personal development of each ounit
person as an individual. It is apparent in
sion ot central libran, room. m primar,
primar and intermediate st.hools in the knowlihrar\
and
tet
lor
increased
chools and
Link SRN

RI SU( ttc

ledge and understanding that teachers typicall%
lien e of each child in their classes. In secondary
schools the form teacher has been the member
of stal w ho has been the personal link between

hook grant. Nei the NT,Wc for the dechIpment of

ellicientk t)iganiscd libraries in these school.
!he conk:ept tot a school hhrar% is also changing

In addition to hook. and periodicals there are
also. in increaing numbers. filmstrips. audiotapes. .tide-tape .. ideo-tapes. hlmloops. and

the school as an institution and each student.
school

it

has

tronsparencie.. which ma he used on their

In the changing secondar
become necessary to re% io%

own o; nil %arum. combinations. 1 hese Ihke
to he stared. catalogued. and kept a%ailahle

sonal concerns of its students and the %1;11s 1)1

the nature of
the schools responsihilit towards the perits responsibilities can best he carried
The Department recentl, set up a working

for use h!, teachers and Ntlideith h is important
that at all le\els ,4 the N,Nteni the schools' re-

%%Inch

bot,k. and audio-kual Materials
are eploited to the lull. Stronger adi.or)

part to stud the arrangements for guidance

out

silltrLes 01

No-% ices arc alto needed lo a i.t
etlectke libraries
de%

nl secondar schools. The report of this working
parts has been wide!) discussed and there is
general agreement on the lines of further

Nj:h4/1/). nil

doelopment.
zu

)

CHANtelSti
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...erriculum at all loci. has been under actixe
rexiew and development during the last decade.

Most of this actnity has taken the existing
structure of the curriculum as its starting.
point 1 he main emphasis has been on the
updating of specific syllabuses and Am more
etlectixe co-ordination at all

lock within

subjects and among the various subjects that
comprise the curriculum. Until fairly recently
there were fe%\ indications that the structure of
the curriculum should itself he rex lox ed. There
appears to he general agreement on the obiecfixes to he sought during the years of primary

schooling. the subjects that should form the
curriculum. the balance to he struck between
them. and the distinctixe contribution that each
should make to the education of boys and girls.
It is in the secondary field that the shape and
balance of the eurneulum as a whole is beginning to he questioned I he l'ost-Primary teachers'
.,,00,1101, took an important inniamc 1l hen
II published t.Thi«//tioi in Chant,,e and. in so
doing. 'muck, secondary teachers to think
afresh about the purposes of secondary eilicanon at the present time. I ast 1eat the Department held a conference at I opdell House to
inmate a review of the secondary curnculum.
booklet Ow
h,nd (*tirti( idnin
1,1n' ANnt. and l'rtryh'tIt. has sinCc been published and distributed %tidelt to stimulate
furtier discussion 1 further conference is to
he het I later in the year to consider comments
that have been receixed ht the Department on

has led to a reconsideration of University
Entrance as an appropriate goal for sixth
formers. In 1969. the Department introduced
the Sixth Form Certificate with 'the intention
that it should signify the completion of a
course of sixth form studies at acceptable
standards of performanee. In 1970. the ;nkersities Entrance Board took a useful initiative
when it published the report of a working
part> that it had earlier set up to study university entrance. In the subsequent discussions.
further developments of Unixersity Entrance

and the Sixth Form Certificate have been
considered in relation to each other. It is the
policy of the Unixersities Entrance Board.
which has a statutory responsibility to maintain

a national standard for admission to the New
Zealand universities, to seek ways of reducing
an adverse influence that the University Entrance examination may have on the courses of
study of sixth formers for whom it is not a
suitable educational goal. The Department and
the l'nixersities Entrance Board are exploring
the possibility of merging the two separate
awards of Unixersity Entrance and the Sixth
Form Certificate. There is a strong pi sumption
in favour of an extension, under workable safeguards. of the policy of accrediting by principals
on the basis of the school's own assessnient of
each student's attainments. There are. hiMe\er.
.

neither of issues to he resolx ed. the most

secondary curriculum I he discussion has so
far been largely confined to the teaching pro-

important and the most difficult of which is the
de\ elopment of means by which schools Would
he able to compare the achievements or sixth
limners in relation to knom,n national standard,.
There is also the related question of the
Ninth. of the School ( conic:ate I \aillitlat1011.
I he change in I9ns to single subject passes as
the basis of this award has enabled it to become

fession I he questions at 1-sue ,ire. 110\%e\ el. of

a some \\ hat more flexible exa mining Instrtullent.

mile publiL interest and !Luther opportunities
%%III need to be pro\ 'tied for members 01 the
wider community to make their %sews known.
Issue in secondary education N more important at the present tune

Coinelding with this change there has been
niouvinit critieism by secondary teachers and

this booklet and to take up further the issues
rahed in it These are t he early stages 01 a process
consultatu that could well end in a reshaped

\xii\xiir) ss \\I) 111 Ws. \I .\ssiss\11 \i
I
the [unctions of public examinations and their
effects upon the %k ork of secomiary school,
are at present the sublect
elt discussion
There are sex eral points at issue. With more
students staying longer at secondary school,.
sixth Firm, are changing their character. this

others of the policy of awarding the School
Certificate ht external examination. the Case
against external examination is by no means
It was argued by some of the members of
the Ihonl,l. Committee w hose report pros RIM
the ground plan for de% elopment, in secondary
education since 1945. Now. howexer, there are
eVitilln,01(111%. I here
CVO
tewei detendel
moremer. a strong trend in other countries
towards the replacement of external examinations by some form of internal assessment by
new .

teachers. The experience of some or those countries. however, strongly suggests that :(harp

transitions from external examinations to internal assessment are unwise. In the interests

of mdiiduals. common standards must be
maintained as tar Is possible between schools.
and between schools from year to year to assist
teachers

in

the ranking of their

students.

Teachers must be prepared for the additional
rvsponsibilities associated with internal assessment.

Some useful work has already been done on

some of these matters. The Ness Zealand
Council for Educational Research is undertaking research into examinations and forms of
assessment in filth and sixth forms. The Department, through %ariotr projects for curriculum
development. is focussing attention on the
was by which classroom teachers at all levels
can themselses assess the effectiveness of their
teaching in relation to the curricular objectises
they are seeking. The School Certificate Examination Board is about to publish a discussion
paper on internal assessment and School Cer-

stitution that seems hest suited to their aptitudes
and vocational interests.

EXPANSION. During the last decade there
has been a vast expansion of tertiary education.

L'nisersities, technical institutes and teachers
colleges haw added greatly to their numbers
and to the depth and diversity of their courses.
Further expansion is planned for the coming

decade. The rate of growth of the technical
institutes is expected to be greater than that
of the universities, whose rates of growth
are expected to be markedly lower than they
were during the sixties. Within the institutes,
the greatest increases are expected to be in
senior courses (see Figure 4). On existing policies, the rate of growth of the teachers colleges

will be slow by comparison with technical
institutes or universities.
to cope with the expected increases in
enrolments. a sesenth university is now being
planned. and there will he further additions to
the accommodation of all existing universities.
Additional technical institutes are planned for

Arekland and Wellington and Fur Hawke.

tificate. A policy of moving progressively towards a national qualification at this level
awarded on the basis of internal asessment
would require a large commitment to further
research. development. and the training of

Bay. Rotorua and, somewhat later,
I imaru.
I auranga. Whangarei, and

Fur

All
existing technical institutes are being planned

for further growth. I he expansion and rebuilding of the teachers colleges is planned
for completion this decade.

teachers in techniques of testing and evaluation
suitable to internal assessment.

DivitasawAti(1N. Accompanying this further
planned expansion. there will be further
disersification of the courses provided in
universities and technical institutes. These

Tertiary education

Education at the tertiary loci comprises a
wide range of courses which differ markedly
in their qualifications for admission. their
length and organisation, and the qualifications

already include medicine, dentistry. engineering,
architecture, law, commerce. management and
administration, various branches of agriculture,
horticultural science. forestry science, veterinary
science. home science, theology. food and
bio-technology pharmacy, education, music,
and fine arts. In some cases. these developments may take the form ()I' new degrees and
post-graduate diplomas. It can be expected,

that the lead to. At one end 01 the range are the

work-related courses of technical education
that apprentices are required to take as part of
their contract: and at the other end are courses

which may have no direct vocational or een
practical application but which are significant
in the further education of persons undertaking
them The general aim of policy is to pros ide at
the k:rtiary lesel a sufficient range of courses to
meet the educational and training needs of all
who are qualified to take them and wish to do
so A related aim is to develop guidance services
and forms of bursary assistance that wilt enable
qualified school leasers to undertake courses

too, that rww types of post-graduate diploma
will be developed for the purpose of providing a

socational addition to first- degree courses in
arts and sciences. Canterbury, for example, has

built a two-year course in economics on to
appropriate first degrees. Similar developments
of post-graduate socational diplomas are possible in other fields. Nor need they he limited

of tertiary education of a type and in an in32

) I'

stitution, some would say, is to help to produce
educated people, people with a humane sense
of values, a wide intellectual horizon, and alert.

to the universities. In some fields, depending on
their specialised teaching and accommodation,

technical institutes could develop similar diplomas for university graduates. At the undergraduate level, some consideration is already
being given to the inclusion within general
degree courses of credits gained outside the

informed, and inquiring minds. This is not
necessarily to put the liberal and the vocational

into complete opposition. On the contrary,
many recognise that vocational education can

be given in a liberal spirit and, at least to a

university by professional and vocational work.
In the technical institutes, the main stress will
be on the extension and diversification of trade
and technician courses, the introduction, where
it appears iustitied, of courses beyond the
level of the New Zealand Certificates, and the

point, achieve the ends just mentioned. What is
argued is that there is a highly important place
in the university for studies that are not directly

or specifically vocational. Some would argue
further that in many cases the liberally trained
mind is in the long run, if not immediately,

transfer to the technical institute sector of
courses of vocational education and training

more valuable to employers than specific com-

to universities, and vice versa, and to be given

petence in the job to be done. Likewise with
research, strong claims are made for some
fundamental research which may or may not
turn out to be of direct material value.

exemptions and cross-credits related to the
academic awards of the institution to which

ROLE OF TECHNICAL iNSTITUIFS. With the

which are at present the responsibility of various

employing agencies. Opportunities exist for
students to transfer from technical institutes

development of the technical institutes, the
question of the proper scope of university
studies arises in a new context. In the past,

they are transferring.

LIAlsoN. During the last few years there
has been a pleasing development at the local
level of closer working relationships between

the universities

undertook some forms of

vocational training simply because there was
no other institution to develop them. In
many cases today there is a choice. In assess-

universities and technical institutes and between
universities and teachers colleges.' The nature
and extent of this liaison varies from one centre

ing the demand for new types of courses and in

to another. A working party of the Advisory
Council on Educational Planning recently re-

deciding upon the best ways of meeting the
demands, the Department of Education and
the University Grants Committee consult
closely with each other, and, as appropriate,

ported on unkersity - technical institute relationships and made proposals for further development. A question to be considered is whether
further developments in tertiary education
should be sought within the existing institutional
framework or whether changes are needed in
the framework itself.

with the Advisory Council on Educational
Planning, the Vocational Training Council,
the Technicians Certification Authority, and
with a wide range of employers, employees
and professional groups. The report of the
working party set up by the Advisory Council
on Educational Planning which studied technical and industrial academic awards has

Rot I. OF UNaviltstts. The universities t ave
as a major function the production of specific

sorts of trained people to supply the needs

recommendations on possible developments of
advanced courses in technical education The
main questions raised in this report and in
discussions relating to it are: What should be
the content, length and standard of courses

of the community, that is, a vocational
function. Some of those who have argued for
more 'relevance' in university teaching would

make this an almost exclusive function and,
further, gibe the very highest priority, in research as well as teaching, to those activities
likely to make the biggest contributions to
material welfare and economic growth. To

that might he develoNd on top of the New
Zealand Certificates? What should be their
academic standing in relation to first degrees

those who continue to accept in some form the
traditional conception of a 'liberal' or
'general' education this is too narrow a view.

awarded by universities? Under whose authority
should they be awarded? What priority should
be given to such developments in technical
education?

The first task of a unker.,ity as a teaching in33

,i.. Ammitements for the control,
t
administration and accountability of tinker-

Committee is to advise both the universities
and the (imernment. Alter considering submissions from the universities. it negotiate s
with the (io 'sernment the quinquennial re-

sities. technical institutes. and teachers colleges
haw changed markedly during the last decade.
rhe changes in the LIIIIersIt system date from
the kihmllilliOn %d ale l'Imer.it% of No% lealand

and the establishment. under the t imersities

current grants. which. supplemented by income
from students' tees and endo%%ments. are used
to meet their running etpenses such as salaries

Act MIL of the l'imersity Grants Committee

and wages. equipment and materials. main-

and the autonomous universities. The establish-

tenance of buildings and grounds, and the purchase of hooks and periodicals. The University
Grants Committee likewise negotiates with
the (ioerilnient the specific non-recurrent
grants for buildings. land purchase. and furniture and equipment. The system is designed to
recoheile as far as possible the legitimate claims
ofautonomy with the need for balanced detelop!tient of uni%ersity education as a whole and
for the necessary financial controls.

ment of technical institute councils has been
part of the doelopment of technical edueatim
as a limn of tertiar education. The teachers
co!leges haw been transferred fr,nn the control
of district education b4)ards 1.1 control by
teachers college eounclis,.

In er large measure. each tumeisity is an
independent. self-gmertung institution which
awards

degrees. makes its own appointments. decides what shall be taught and how it
shall be taught. and is
to use Its reovrces.
financial and otherw. sc. in the %%Os it thinks
hest. I sigh ha, a co uplv.% system of internal

The controlling authorities of the institutes
been glen the greatest measure of
autonomy that. in the 'stew of the Department.
is compatible with the balanced. orderly and
economical doelopment of technical education as a whole. There haw been some claims
for More alltolloM). for esample. the introdUetion of a Nock grant system for running exha'se

VI)%eimment its "hid powers of %;intills kind,
are 'sested. often h% Lonent1011 rather than hy
law. in a council it he goernmi-t. h"d>1. a

chancellor alit' other officers. a professiorial
hoard of senate. rat:1110es. derailments. a Ild
Iltffitertills committees set up for particular

penses similar to that operating with the uni%er-

sities. The question is how far. if at all. such
cltams can be Justified. A working parts of
representames O the
eChnIcal Institutes
Association and officers of the Department
was reienik set up to study lock of authority
within the system of technical education.

purposes.

Hie treedom

01

the

UillersItles to teach

is limited hy an obligation to
submit their proposed course regulations lit
what tile% like

;thigh compnses
lepresentatRes of all the uniersilles. the ( hairman of the I niersit (irants (.011111111We. and
he Director- (general of lducation. In practice.
.hieLtion Is rarelc taken to the proposed regulations \ludi more important is the requirement
that ,:ouncils submit
the I III aslI1 Cirank
the Curncul UM ( .011111111We.

[he )epa rt ment. the chairmen of the teachers

college cotmcils and the principals of teachers

colleges are at present roiewing their initial
everience of the operation of teachers college
councils. Various proposals are under consideration for admmistrame liaison and for
consultation on matters
policy in the educa-

C .,nmuittee for appro% al an% academic do
mein which may lead to a request to the l 111%cl-

tion and training of u achers.

siN Grant, Committee for a spewl grant to
support the de%elopment or .mil's estension of II
I hi, Means that .1 council Is not I ree to begin

Aumisisio\
1:\1fRst111. One or the main
issues of public discussion in tertiary education
is: who should go to uni%ersit!, and under

setting up a maior no% prittessional school for
tinanee is or will he required
~'shill
;Intl
I he apprt,.il 151 the Cirants
the t isqernntent is required I.ds Ok INC. I here
(1%,CP:01CIII control of aeadenu stall salar!,
le%els. escrcised
CI' consideration
of the
IVO ,mmendations ola t mersit !salaries .skiu1111ItCe set rip k the (irants ( 'onmuttee.

the main dot's

of

the

I

,..o.ersity

what terms? No% lealand has a tradition of
open entr'. endorsed m effect if not explicitly
by

snit:C..1%e (ioernMents.

in two senses.

1.,ntr!,

Is

'open'

place. qualified
applicants are by statute entitled to admission.
In

the first

ewept that indiidual universities
impose
restrictions to the entry to particular faculties

Grant,
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or departments on the grounds of insufficiency
of accommodation or teachers. In practice.

limitation of entry has been mainly confined
to sonic of the professional schools. such
as medicine and
seterinar science. the
.nisersit of Vick land. it is true. is approaching a 11 la\IMLIM slit:. and is therefore starting
to introduce a more general restriction.

indicates that if admitted he could have completed the course successfully.

With the more general faculties of arts and
science. on the other hand. courses arc usually
to meet the needs of indis iduals.
I Ile socatinal -.".hitions of the students may

pros ided

be quite as clear-cut as those or students in the

open entry to the university since qualified

professional schools just mentiimed, but they
are often much less so. partly because, particular') in arts, the courses are more general.

applicants are entitled to enrol elsewhere. New

and in varying degrees relevant to a wide range

but this does not conflict with the principle of

tealand has neser adopted the policy. quite

of occupations. Thus a balance is struck be-

common in other countries. of a fixed number

tween the claims of the indkidual and the

of places oxerall. with competition for th,:in

national interest. Is it the right balance?

among qualified applicants. In the second place.

lenNwAi l,si tit; rt StAviNts. Another

entry if 'open' in the sent e that the minimum
academic mankind for admission, though quite
exacting in the demands it makes. is less
rigorous than in some systems abroad: that
the unkersities may grant pros isional admis-

issue at present attracting attention is whether
technical institute students are treated equitaisly
in comparison with university students. Oppor-

sion to applicants oer 21 sears of age xx ho lack

technical

the ordinal-) entrance qualification: that unmatriculated students mars he admitted to the
courses for certain undergraduate diplomas:
and that the need for prosision for part-time
and extramural students has always been recognised. The academic requirements for ad-

mission to a uniersity are determined by a
statutory hods. the ('iusersities Entrance
Hoard. whose members are appointed from the

State and prk ate secondary schools and the
Department of Education as well as the tinker-

Our Nett lealand policy of 'open entry'
!me. wide scope to the aspirations of the todis Waal and at the same time eleari sexes

er mans of our national needs. floweser.
what the indixidual would wish to do :s not
always consistent with what is Judged to he the
national interest. The limits placed on the
numbers 01 students able to gain entry to

professional schools such as medicine hase
licad been mentioned I he capital and runmng cists for such schools are scr. high. and.
under present policies. proposals for expanding

them or creating new ones are not supported
unless it can he shown that there is an urgent
national need for more of the particular kinds
of professional people who would he trained.
In such cases. therefore. the national interest
takes priority user the career aspirations of
the friths idual. who may he denied a place in the
tacult tit his choice es en though his record

tunities for full-time study are increasing in
institutes but there are marked
differences between institutes and universities

in the point at which students transfer from
secondary school, the structure of the courses

they follow, and the extent to which full-time
study is desirable or available. So long as

the emphasis on concurrent work-experience
remains a feature of policy in the development
of technical education. these differences are
likely to remain. The allowances payable under
the Technical Institute Bursaries regulations
are the same as those payable to university
students at a comparable level. Any financial
margins faour students transferring from
secondary schools to technical institutes on
the completion of their sixth form year. This

is a deliberate act of policy and is intended
to encourage students planning a c ''urse of
full-time studs in a technical institute to lease
%et:mid:it) school at the end of the sixth form
instead of returning to it for a sesenth form
year.

The Department is at present considering
the extent to which technical institute students
are as well pros ided as university students
with (io%ernment assistance for librar) facilities. student union facilities. hostels. and student
health tiers ices.
1

It slot

1

It %1\1\c,. Since the \ational

Deselopment Conference there has been much
discussion on the effectiveness of the existing
arrangements for the theoretical and practical

training of apprvinic. Ibis has been associated
with a stud) undertaken h) the Vocational
Training Council into the apprenticeship system
itself and possible alternatites. Pilot schemes
hate been set up this )ear for two of the major
trades carpentry and fitting and turning
which extend the peruid of training in the
institutes for first-year apprentices from three
weeks to eighteen weeks. and pilot schemes for
other trades are being planned. If the schemes
are judged to he successful and are supported
ht

industr). questions will arise about their

adoption as a permanent measure in these and

other trades. and about him far. if at

all.

Continuing education

The main concern in New Zealand. as in
most countries during the last quarter of a
century. has been with the provision of educa-

tional opportunities for those with aptitude
for formal educational qualifications at salmis
lesels. But there arc also those who for many
reasons lease school early and enter the adult
world without recognised qualifications. There
is. as well, a growing awareness that education is
becoming. for all members of modern communities. a nes er-ending process. There are signs in

man) places of renewed interest in the nature
and extent ()I' educational and training opportunities for members of the community after

employers should hear the cost of the additional

training. Any wide extension of schemes of
this kind would be a major undertaking. re-

they have ceased to be full-time pupils or

quiring a set) large capital outlay For additional
accommodation and equipment: and substantial
increases in running expenses. chietl) for additional teaching staff.

students. The Cultural Council of the National

Development Council has a working party
studying out-of-school education. The National
Commission for UNESCO has had a committee
study ins: life-long

education. The National

Council of Adult Education recently published
BosHtis. the ocaI raining Council has int en priorit)

the report of a working party which it had

the creation of means
hick industry can itself identify its (its n

Within the education iystem, responsibility
for the provision of further education for those

needs for further ocational training. Some 25
mdustr) training hoards hate been established.

ho haw left school is shared by the universities. the technical institutes, the secondary

Fach hoard includes representatit es of em-

schools, and in a few places. community centres.

plo) er and emplo)ee interests :and. w ith Got ern-

The unitersities contribute in ttto way's: they
grant pros isional admission to degree courses
to adults who are not otherwise qualified to
matriculate: and their departments of university extension offer the general public, and in

Etta SIR N

tional
in

earlier set up to study. Maori adult education.

its (mit ities to

ment financial assistance. most hate appointed
full-time training officers or are doing so.
Alread) these Indust!) training hoards hate
identified training needs which in man) elises
ttere not pre !oust) recognised. These range
from short courses of skill-training which can
he handled %%ohm industr) itself to refresher
courses for tradesmen. technicians. supervisors.
and managers at %arious let els. Close links are

particular the professions. an increasing number

of courses in subjects taught by un,tersity.
teachers. The technical institutes are gaining
etperience in the conduct of courses For adults.
pan, (..Iarl) women. who need a period of
re-intent:mon and some refurbishment of quali-

being established between mdustr) training
hoards and the technical institutes. tt hich
still pros ide most of the ocanonal training
that cannot be prosided %salmi the industries
themselt es

.0.% reness of the importance of
A grow
rnail,Igettlent education has emerged front the

work of the Vocational training Council and
the mdustr) training hoards. I he Vocat
training Council is now engaged in a re). lett
of the courses in management at present taught
It

unit ersities and technical institutes and

eta mined h)

arious bodies.

fications in preparation for further employment. The institutes. as a matter of Departmental policy. are for the most part confining
their efforts in continuing education to vocational courses and to courses preparatory to
%ocational courses. Non-% ocational hobby
classes are. %%here\ er possible. held in secondary

schools .1 he nature of the schools' contribution

depends greatly on their proximity to unit ersines art, institutes, and on local traditions.
Where there i, no institute. a local secondary
school may tea :h course ranging &oil those
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for recreation. personal fulfilment. and general
Pre-school education is provided by voluneducation through to courses that prepare For tar) organisations with financial and profesSchool Certificate. University Entrance, trades, sional assistance from the State.
technician. and professional examinations. OutTertiary education is provided in three types
side the formal education s)stem there is also, of institution: universities. including Lincoln
of course. the contribution made b) %oluntars College under this heading: teachers colleges:
organisations, notably the Workers Educational and technical institutes. The minimum standard
Association and the Countowomen's Co- for admission to the universities is University
ordinating Committee.
Entrance, but most students complete a seventh
The role of the unkersities in adult education form year before matriculating. The minimum
now seems to be well defined. There is room for standard for teachers colleges is the Sixth Form
argument as to whether technical institutes Certificate with designated grades in four subshould he limited to courses that are %ocation- jects. but most students admitted to courses of
all) related. The role of the secondary schools, primary training now have University Entrance

which are located in eer) town of any slit:. is

coming under riniew. There is renewed interest

in the use of school buildings for community
purposes. The questions are: how far and under

what conditions should the formal education
system. particularly the secondary schools. he
asked to accept greater responsibilities for the
continuing education (4* members or the public:
in what further was should the scho ols. through

their controlling bodies, make their facilities
a% ailable for use b) 2emtvrs (4f their local
communities for sociaMtiltural and recreational
purposes: what responsibilities for finance.
adnunistratlse assistance. and professional guidance sin mld the Department of Education be
asked to undertake'
Organisation and administration

Primal.) and secondary schools. and the
educational and administratke ser ices related
to them, form the main stem of the system or
public education. The primary phase of schooling lasts on average eight )ears. beginning at
age Ike I or children living in most cities and

tow th. the last two sears of prima) schooling
take place in intermediate schools. The secondary phase of schooling begins at the a% crap:
age

I

and lasts fo,r up to Ike )ears. In country

districts where the pros ision of intermediate
schools can net be justified. it is policy to consolidate Vorm I and 2 classes on to high schools,
which then become Form 1
high schools. or

m to district high schools. w Inch then hewme
area

schools

Just

under two-thirds of all

Form I and 2 pupils arc now enrolled in intermediate schools. Form I " high schools. or area
schools

It

is (loernment policy to comert

district high schools either to Form 1 7 .chools
or to area schools

as their minimum qualification. Technical institutes have %ariable standards for admission,
depending on the type of course. For many
courses. particularly short courses. formal
academic qualifications are not significant:

is the nature of the person's work and its
relationship to the course being offered that
is important. Other courses require School
Certificate. University Entrance or Sixth Form
Certificate. often with passes in specified subit

jects at specified levels.

Within the field of technical education the
institutes provide courses that are directly
related to the vocational needs of their students.
The most recently established institutes
Palmerston North, Nelson. Southland and New
Plymouth provide the main courses required
in their districts. A wider range of courses,
and greater depth. are provided in the larger
institutes Auckland. Waikato, Wellington,

Christchurch.

and

Otago

which

have

a

regional character and in some cases teach
courses for which they recruit nationally. The
Central Institute of Technology and the Technical Correspondence Institute are national
institutions w hose main function is to provide
courses in fields in which. Milian) at least. there
is insufficient demand for more than one course
to be provided for the country.
The Education Act l964. the Universities
Act 1961. and the separate Acts relating to each
university provide between them the main
legal basis of the system. The responsibilities
of the Department of Education. the University
Grants Committee and the controllingiauthonties of all State-financed schools. colleges. and
uni%ersities derive from one or other of these
Acts. Other statutory bodies were set up under

the National Council of Adult Education Act
37
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1963:

the Vocational Training Council Act

1968: the Technicians Certification Authority
Act 1958: and the Trade s Certification Board
Act 194K. These Acts between them provide
wide opportunities for public participation in
the adminktration of education at all levels.
It is estimated that some 25.0x) persons serve

on statutory and controlling education bodies.
The formal network of consultation is, however.
ider than w hat is defined by statute and regulation... number of important bodies have been
established over the years by the Government
or by Ministers of Education to enable opinions

to he consulted and adx ice to he gi en on
particular activities. Of these, the Advisory
Council on Educational Planning has a comprehensive order of reference: to advise the

Universities Entrance Board and the Schoc
Certificate Examination Board. Teachers ar

appointed to all committees set up by the
Minister to revise the school curriculum. Th,
teachers' national organisations are consulter

on all matters affecting the development c
education and the work of teachers in thei,
respective branches of the system.

The disposition of administrative respon
sibility within the system has been strongl
influenced by historical factors. The syster
that has resulted is far removed from an:
theorist's blueprint. Over the years there have
been a number of proposals for thoroughgoing
re-organisation but none has so far appealec

to the various bodies with statutory respon
sibilities under the Act. In the past, attempts a
reform have been concerned in the main witf

Minister or the Director-General on any aspect

of edu:ational development. Other important
ad% isory bodies are the National Advisory
Committee on Maori Education, the School
Certificate Examination Board. the Standing
Committee on Teacher Training (a sub-committee of the Advisory Council on Educational
Planning) and the standing committees on
primary and secondary administration. There
is as well ample opportunity for informal dis-

the administrative unification of primary anc
secondary education and the distribution o
responsibility between

the

Department

o

Education and the controlling bodies of the
schools. These issues are still important. Buwith the expansion during the last decade o..
tertiary education, new questions have ariser
concerning relationships between the secondar:

and the tertiary levels of the system and the
administration of the tertiary level itself. The
Department is conscious of a need to review
the resources available to it to discharge

cussion with a wide range of organisations with
interests in education.

An important feature of these consultative
arrangements is the opportunities they provide

statutory responsibilities and to plan effectivel:

for consulting the views of teachers on pro-

for its own further development. It has view:
on the form of such a review.

feNsional matters. Representatives of teachers
in State and private schools are members of the
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